Climate Change - Background,
Consequences and What We Can Do

Climate Change – the facts
BBC Documentary with David Attenborough

Background and consequences

Richard Webb

110 Million tonnes of global warming
gases released every 24 hours from:
Power generation 25%
Industry
16%
Transport
13%
Agriculture
12%
Deforestation
12%
80% of global energy from fossil fuels
90% in Ireland, including peat

Extra energy released by global warming is
equivalent to
400,000 Hiroshima bombs per day
(think progress.org/climate/2013)
90% of energy trapped by the atmosphere has
been absorbed by the oceans
More than half of all the carbon ejected into the
atmosphere has happened in the last 40 years

Our Ecological Footprint
1.9 ha. / person

Losing Nature– 6th Mass Extinction
• 2500 species on the brink of extinction
• Half of 177 mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians surveyed
lost more than 80% of their distribution between 1900 & 2015
with half lost in last 50 years. (Nat. Acad. Sciences, 2017)
• 75% decline in insect biomass over 27 years (biodiversityireland.ie)
• Habitat loss, intensification of farming, over-consumption,
climate change, pollution
• 40% of Earth’s land surface used to feed people
• 96% of all mammals are cattle and humans, only 4% are wild mammals
• 70% of all birds are chickens
• In Ireland ¾ of wild bees threatened - corncrake, curlew,
• “If we were coalminers, we would be up to our knees in dead canaries”
Michael D. Higgins
• Nature’s services – pollination, clean air and water, soils, CO2
reduction
• Tackling biodiversity loss would achieve 40% of emission targets
US Nature Conservancy.

• Atmosphere and oceans heating up 10x faster than at any time in
the last 65 M years
• Average temperature increase 1oC (20oC in high arctic)
• Added heat in oceans increases energy and water vapour in the
atmosphere
• Pledges put forward at Paris 2015 would see temperatures rise to
3oC by 2100 (UNEP)
• Todays C02 levels of 410 ppm accord with 7oC higher and sea levels
23m higher (16M years ago)
• Warmer oceans = sea level rise, currently 4mm/year
• Acidification of water leading to bleaching (dying) of corals.
Half of all corals already lost – reefs support 25% of all marine life
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•
•
•
•

Increased frequency and severity
of storms
Sea level rise – 0.5m – 1.0m by
2100 - coastal flooding Dublin etc.
Increased coastal erosion
Heavier rainfall and more floods
Higher summer temperatures and
droughts
https://geology.com/sea-levelrise/

Global warming increases the frequency, intensity and duration of
storms, heatwaves, droughts and wildfires
• Ten hottest years on record all since 1998
• 2015 in India, worst heatwave ever recorded cost 2,300 lives
• 2015-2016 drought in East and South Africa left over 36M people facing
hunger
• 2018 wildfires in California, Greece, Portugal, Sweden
• 2016 wildfire in Fort Murray, Alberta, burned 590,00 ha., destroyed 2,400
buildings and homes and caused over $ 9B in damages
• Heat stress on crop yields – each 1oC rise reduces grain yield 5%
• Spread of plant diseases and pests
• Spread of tropical diseases – zika, dengue, malaria
• Increased risk of violent conflict within states sensitive to climate change and
increased risk of large scale migration (5th Assessment IGPCC)
• Town in Iran in 2018 experienced summer temperatures of 70oC

Arctic ocean has lost half its ice in last 40 years
Ice now melting in winter
North pole may be ice free by 2100

What is being done – Internationally
• IGCPP 2018 Special Report 2018: To reach 1.5oC threshold by 2030
CO2 emissions must reduce by 45% by 2030 and be CO2 neutral by 2050
• CO2 levels rising by 3% - coal burning in China and more cars.
• EU on track to reach targets by 2030
• Sweden, Brazil, Morocco, Costa Rica, Ethiopia, Gambia, Bhutan
leading the way in cutting emissions
• UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration
•
•
•
•
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Fossil fuel divestment now at $ 6.24 trillion
World Bank to invest $200 Bn
EIB 2.6Bn in climate finance to developing countries
20% of EU finance spent on climate related actions
Green Climate Fund 2009 for developing countries
(Ireland pledged $2.9m – Sweden $581m)
• Least Developed Countries Fund for vulnerable states
climate change projects

www.sdgsforall.ie

What is being done – Ireland
• Ireland first country to divest from fossil fuel funds $ 8.9 Bn
• Ban on fracking
• SDGs adopted in National Implementation Plan 2018-2020 and by regional
and county plans
• First country to have a Citizens Assembly on climate change
(citizensassembly.ie) 13 points
• 17 local authorities (incl. Wicklow) in Climate Action Regional Office
• Climate Adaptation Strategy under way with WCC
• Climate change adaptation plan OPW
• 40% of energy from renewables (sometimes)
• First country to adopt a national pollinator plan (www.pollinators.ie)
• Climate Action Committee 40 recommendations
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Will not meet 2020 targets
90% energy from fossil fuels
Agriculture 33% of carbon emissions in 2017
Climate emergency bill banning FF exploration stalled by Dail committee
No policy on wind, solar or feed-in tariffs

Climate justice – a human rights approach
Jane Grimson

Climate Injustice
• those who are being hit worst by climate change are the
most vulnerable women, men and children around the
world who have done the least to cause it
• injustice is intensified by the fact that the causes of climate
change are related to lifestyles of over-consumption in
richer countries.
• vulnerable people whose rights to food, shelter, water and
life are already precarious are being further threatened.
• exacerbated by apparent reluctance of governments of
industrialised countries, such as Ireland, to take action on
climate change, despite the scientific knowledge of its
causes and impacts since 1992

Principles of Climate Justice
•
•
•
•

Respect and Protect Human Rights
Support the Right to Development
Share Benefits and Burdens Equitably
Ensure that Decisions on Climate Change are
Participatory, Transparent and Accountable
• Highlight Gender Equality and Equity
• Harness the Transformative Power of Education
for climate stewardship
• Use Effective Partnerships to Secure Climate
Justice

It is not just about equity between the rich and
the poor, between the global north and south
It is also about inter-generational equity

The Science is only the start

Bill Grimson

The central
issue!!!
“ ... never has
humanity had such
power over itself, yet
nothing ensures that
it will be used wisely,
particularly when we
consider how it is
currently being used”.
We need to consider not just energy
but all the earth’s resources we use
to sustain our living on this planet.

The phrase ‘Tragedy of the commons’ - attributed to
William Forster Lloyd and later used by Garrett Hardin.

“Science is organized knowledge.
Wisdom is organized life.”
Immanuel Kant
Agreeing the science is hard enough but
organising our lives wisely is far harder; but any
re-organising must take into account the science.

SCIENCE EDUCATION
for Responsible
Citizenship

Research and
Innovation

EUR 26893 EN

The EU has identified
the challenge of having
a well informed Society
with the publication of
a relatively recent
report (2015).

The reason we need a strong
understanding of science includes
being able to counter Global
Warming & Climate Change Myths

A summary of global warming and climate change myths.
https://www.skepticalscience.com/argument.php

Climate Myth
"There is no consensus”

What the Science Says
“97% of climate experts agree
humans are causing global
warming.

"Animals and plants
can adapt”

Warming will cause mass
extinctions of species that cannot
adapt on short time scales

"Volcanoes emit more
CO2 than humans"

Humans emit 100 times more
CO2 than volcanoes.

"Renewable energy is
too expensive”

When you account for all of the costs associated
with burning coal and other fossil fuels, like air
pollution and health effects, in reality they are
significantly more expensive than most renewable
energy sources

Pascal’s Wager – an example of the
precautionary principle

Pascal's wager was groundbreaking because it
charted new territory in probability theory, and
marked the first formal use of decision theory.
How Pascal’s Wager Helps Us Understand the Irrationality of Climate Change Denial,
Sean Norton

But it is even more difficult !!
• Energy is difficult enough as a
topic but the more general
challenge really centres on
infrastructure (the environment in
which we live and move about).
The challenge is all the greater
when climate change adaption is
to be addressed.
• In a recent book Prof Henry
Petroski, amongst other aspects,
explains the associated social and
political nature of the problem.

Big question:
Can we identify all the important ‘boxes’
and wisely choose which to tick?

Personal Carbon Footprint (UK)

“You may choose to look the other
way but you can never say again
that you did not know.”

William Wilberforce

So what should we do?

What Can Be Done?
Project Drawdown: 80 measures based on C impact, cost and $ savings
(drawdown.org)
1. Refrigerant management
2. Wind turbines – onshore
3. Reduce food waste
4. Plant rich diet
5. Conserve tropical forests
6. Educating girls
7. Family planning
8. Solar farms
9. Agroforestry
10.Rooftop solar
Electric vehicles – 26
Insulation - 31

Over to you….

Discussion facilitated Siobhán Quigley

CLIMATE ACTION: WHAT WE CAN DO
AT HOME

IN OUR LIVES & COMMUNITY

LOBBYING & NETWORKING
Create TBH-U3A Climate Action sub-Group

Inform ourselves about the climate change
emergency, what needs to be done urgently
globally, nationally, locally and by ourselves.
Realise that, though this is a crisis, it can be
addressed through concerted urgent action and
that we can all play a useful part in this

Become an activist – pass the word about the climate
chance emergency and the need for urgent climate
action around family, friends and the community,
urging lobby & VOTE!

Decrease Heat Loss – Insulate/
Retro-fit etc (Note Grants)

Canvass Local Election Candidates/agents re
Share our knowledge and concerns about climate
change and action with family, friends neighbours and climate action; support the pro-active
community – also any relevant climate-friendly
practical skills

Install/Use Energy Efficient heating/ lighting
systems/appliances (Note grants/Better Energy
Homes Scheme/SEA etc); reduce usage time;
switch off when not using/avoid coal & turf

Prepare to pay increased carbon charges – who wants Canvassing European Parliament Election
Candidates & agents ( & ditto re our votes)
to pay more taxes but the alternatives will cost us all
very much more!

Reduce water consumption; stop leaks; minimize
baths, shorten shower time by a minute or two,
use bath/shower water to use in garden

Support maintenance and creation of community
gardens/allotments, local greenspaces, wildlife
groups, bio-diversity, pollinator plots; trees; treeplanting, etc

Lobbying local TDs , in support of immediate,
strong climate action, incl, importance of
renewable energy, need for carbon taxes &
dealing with cattle issue

Plant a tree (or more than one)

Initiate/join clean-up actions, esp. to pick up & recycle
plastics that might land in the river/sea

Lobbying local Councillors about need for strong
local & national climate action

Prepare Group Plan/Checklist for lobbying

Maintain a nature-friendly, biodiverse/ pollinator Instead of driving, walk, cycle or use public transport
garden; avoid dangerous pesticides/weedkillers whenever possible

Other lobbying/canvassing?

Reduce meat consumption, starting with one
meal or day a week

If possible invest in an electric/ hybrid vehicle or the
most fuel-efficient car you can afford

Selective social media action, e.g. Bray Open
Forum…

Reduce the annual tons of per capita food waste
– buy only what we need, use a list & stick to it
when shopping

Consider huge level of carbon emissions before
booking flights, chose alternative means of travel if
possible; think about carbon offsets if taking flights

Talk to local papers and radio about our
concerns and plans

CLIMATE ACTION: WHAT WE CAN DO
AT HOME

Sort out our waste, compost and recycle
everything we can

IN OUR LIVES & COMMUNITY

Shop locally where possible & avoid high
carbon footprint products

LOBBYING

Canvass local businesses to adopt a climate
action plan if they haven’t already and to
support local climate action initiatives

Minimise paper-usage; adopt paperless billing; Buy products with minimum packaging; avoid
put a junk-mail sticker on/near your letterbox single-use/non-recyclable plastics; ask shops
to maintain bins for unwanted packaging

Canvass supermarkets/shops to minimize
packaging, esp plastics and/or to have bins
to leave packaging in to recycle

Replace disposable & single-use products with Remember to bring our reusable shopping
re-usable ones; e.g. batteries, razors, rebags with you when you go shopping
fillable water bottles, coffee cups etc

Encourage other U3A and senior group to
engage in similar actions, to link with us in
join lobbying and actions

Re-use as much as we can and repair items
that can be repaired rather than replacing
them. Only replace large appliances when
absolutely necessary & then recycle

Link Group to the international movement
of grandparents for climate action

Give old clothes and household items in good
order to charity shops -and maybe pick up
some used items there ourselves?

Support young people and others calling
for urgent climate action

Ensure that money, investments, pensions etc
are managed in a sustainable way , not linked
to climate damage and be prepared to divest if
not

Join selected street protests? But if so
avoid violence, obstruction, littering etc

What We can Do
•
•
•
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•
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•

Be informed – Lobby – VOTE
Sustainable investment – savings, pensions etc: Divestment - pension
funds, churches
Use less energy: Better Energy Homes Scheme, SEAI
Use public transport
Electric vehicles: cars, scooters, bikes
Eat less meat
Grow your own/ community gardens
Reduce food waste
Cut back on flights – carbon offsets
Nature friendly gardening – pollinator plan
Support environmental groups – Birdwatch etc
Reduce, re-use, recycle
Use less plastic
Teach practical skills
Are we asking the right questions?

